
Safety Advice Sheet

BEFORE YOU BEGIN:

Please read and understand the instructions prior to 
assembly. Incorrect installation of this product could 
possibly result in personal injury or physical damage.  
WallBeds Australia recommends that eye protection is 
worn when assembling the product.
WallBeds Australia recommends two people to safely 
assemble and install the wall bed - It is not recommended 
you try to install this bed on your own.
The wall bed MUST be securely fastened to the wall. 
Failure to do so will cause the bed to tip over & may cause 
damage to the cabinet or serious personal injury. 
Whilst these products are DIY it is recommended the wall 
bed be installed by a qualified tradesperson if you are not 
comfortable with the installation of this product. 

WallBeds Australia is not responsible for any damages 
or injuries incurred by incorrect installation.
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Cam Lock Cam Pin 

Drawing A

Hinge Cap

Rectangle magnet, door & 
headboard

Round Door Magnet

Top Panel - B

Headboard Pin

Cabinetry Parts

Hardware Parts

"L" Wall Bracket

50mm Wall Fixing Screw Cup Hinge

Dome Head Screw

Handle Screw

12 mm Round Magnet Screw

15 mm Door Magnet & Hinge Cup Screw

NeXt Bed Handle

Hinge Arm Flush Door & Headboard Hinge
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Drawing E

Drawing G

Top Back - C Kick - H

 Side Panel - D Inner Door Panel - FOuter Door Panel - F

Lower Back - I

Drawing F

Drawing C Drawing DDrawing B
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Drawing H

Drawing I

Recommended maximum mattress thickness 24cm

NeXt Bed Cabinet Over View

HeadBoard - N
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B Top 
C Top Back
H Kick 
I Lower Back

D - Side x 2

* Using a Phillip’s head hand screw driver insert the Cam lock pins.

Side Panel - D. Fix these into place by using a screw gun or cordless drill.
* Insert Cup Hinge into 2 x Outer Door panels  (drawing C) attach using 15 mm screws

Locate & insert Cam locks into the following cabinetry panels:

* On the Outer door - F (drawing C), locate the pre drilled holes for the Flush hinge. The hinge plate holes
will line up with the pre drilled holes. If they do not then turn the hinge plate around. Attach the hinge by
using the Dome Head screw.

Drawing B

* Attach the Side panels -D to: Top panel -B, Lower Back - I and Kick panel - H. Place the Cam Lock over the
cam pins & then tighten by turning the Phillip’s head screw inside the lock.

* Locate the Headboard - N (drawing H) Attach the flush headboard hinges by using the dome head screws.
To ensure this has been attached the correct way see Image 3 *NOTE if the hinge place is incorrectly
installed the headboard may not close correctly.

Drawing E
Drawing F
Drawing G

Locate & insert Cam pins into the following cabinetry panels:

* Ensure the Cam Lock are facing upwards. This will ensure they are facing the wall & not visible when the unit is standing upright.

DO NOT USE POWER DRILL FOR THIS PROCESS

* Place the Hinge arms into the pre drilled locations (drawing B). There are 4 in total for each
* Insert all of the Cam Locks using a rubber mallet or hammer. (Image 1)

Cabinet Assembly - This step may require a helper

NeXt Bed Cabinetry Instructions

* Locate the matching Inner door panel - F (if the flush hinge holes do not line up then try the opposite
Inner door) To create an even gap place a small washer or 10c piece between the two panels. Repeat this
for both sets of doors.

B - Top - These are attached into the opposite side to the cam locks.

Cabintery Panel hardware Pre Assembly

* NOTE - Do not attach the doors or headboard until the cabinet if securley fixed to the wall.

Attaching the Headboard - This step may require a helper attach after cabinet has been 
secured to the wall. 
* Position the headboard fold hinge onto the headboard - N over the pre-drilled indicator holes drawing B. Attach using
Dome Head screws.
* Attach white magnet block to the headboard using the 15mm screws.
* Attach the magnet strike plate to the Side Panel - D drawing B using the 12mm countersunk screws.
* To create an even gap of at least 5mm between the top of the lower back panel & the Headboard, place washers at
both ends. Also ensure the gap between the headboard and the Side Panels - D is also even. This will allow for the
lowering and raising of the headboard without the magnet scraping on the Side panel. The magnet location & position is
designed so that the magnet DOES NOT strike the magnet plate as the strength of the magnet does not require it to
make contact with the plate. If this occurs loosen off the magnet screws and move it back from the edge of the
headboard. Once the headboard has been attached insert the Headboard Pin into the location on the Side panel - D
drawing B

* Before attaching the doors you will need to secure the cabinetry to the wall (Image 8 ).  Locate the wall
studs attach the cabintery to the wall by using the "L" bracket by using the 50mm Wall Fixing screw and the
Dome Head screw. Alert : If the wall is not a wood stud wall, then you will need to use metal stud screws,
toggle bolts or concrete expansion bolts as necessary. THESE ARE NOT THE SCREWS SUPPLIED . This will
prevent the cabinet falling over by the weight of the doors.

* Attach the Hinge Arm to the Cup Hinge by clipping them together. These will click once they have been
securely clipped in. These may need to be tapped into place with a hammer.
* Using the 15mm screws attach the 2 Magnetic Door Locks in the middle of the Top Panel - B where the 2
doors meet when closed. Attach the magnet plates on the inside of the inner door opposite the magnet.
*Attach the Round Magnet by using the 12mm screw supplied into the inside of the Outer door panel.

Attaching the Doors to the Cabinet
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Image 1 Image 2

Image 3 Image 4 

Image 5 
Headboard attached to lower back panel 

Installation of NeXt Bed Frame

Correct way to fit Headboard Hinge. Correct way to fit Headboard Hinge.

Inserted Cam Locks Hinge Cup & Arm

* Once the cabinetry is secure position the assembled NeXt Bed frame inside & secure as per the NeXt Bed
instructions.
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Image 6

Image 7

Image 8
Attaching Cabinet to wall

Headboard Open Position

Headboard Closed Position




